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A weak recovery due to strong adjustment pressures upon employment and capital ... Deflationary risks will linger as the
economic stimulus measures lose steam ... (Chart 1). Despite the upturn of personal consumption (2.2% q-o-q p.a.), both ...
second quarter in a row in the second half of FY2008, FY2009 will start out with.. Hopes for an early recovery in China's
economy are starting to unravel, ... Despite an Increase in Bank Lending, Steel Prices Fall, Demand for Exports ... data suggests
that many of the loans won't immediately fuel economic growth. ... expect major effects to show up until around the second half
of this year.. Economists say hopes of strong recovery fading amid continuing flat growth. Canada's economy likely grew in
August, but at such a snail's pace that economists fear hopes of a substantial recovery capable of triggering job growth are
fading. The consensus is for a tiny 0.1% gain.. second factor determining the short-term growth path) and the weak recovery of
... Moreover, even though the fiscal size of the entire economic stimulus package ... improve, it would not provide much hope
for the employment of new workers ... of deflation which haunted the US economy in the first half of the 2000s should .... As
the year's second half begins, most economists are saying the economy will begin to grow slowly in the fall. But hopes for a
faster recovery cooled Thursday when the Labor ... Despite the gloomy June news, the jobs report "doesn't yet indicate that we
... So that kind of panicky feeling is really fading.. However, we can see the effects of the largest-ever economic stimulus
package, ... rates, housing construction has started to recover in the latter half of 1995. ... and as we also expect, women who had
given up the hope of working and gone ... As Figure 9 shows, the debt outstanding of the central government, although it ....
Growth in the second quarter was held back as consumers curbed ... Obama, who must sell his economic record to voters as the
recovery slows. ... is watching the slowdown carefully as it considers further stimulus, ... A mild uptick is expected in the second
half of the year, driven in part by lower gas prices.. Gradual pickup seen in economy in second half ... PETALING JAYA: The
overnight policy rate (OPR) cut, coupled with the economic stimulus package, should ... “We share the central bank's prognosis
of a gradual recovery in the second half of 2020, ... Quick take: Eden shares fall 2% despite compensation.. Given that initial
hopes for a slight recovery in the second half of 2019 were dependent on the US and China ironing out a trade deal, the
escalating tensions between the two — with Huawei now thrown into the mix — mean that such hopes are getting “dimmer by
the day”, said economists.. Sterling tumbles as recovery hopes fade ... A 5.9 per cent drop in output from the second quarter of
last year means Britain is ... The data surprised City economists and strengthened expectations in ... “The fact that the economy
is still .... With improved prospects for the second half of 2019, global growth in 2020 is ... slow slightly in 2020 despite the
projected partial recovery in the euro area, as the impact of US fiscal stimulus fades ... We have certainly seen a truce, and we
have certainly seen negotiations going on, and we hope that there .... Japan's hopes of economic revival from big-spending China
tourists fade as ... course to fade out despite growing visitor numbers, casting a shadow over ... the floundering stimulus
programme envisaged by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. ... money as before from wealthy Chinese who account for nearly half
of .... Despite the trade war, political turmoil and more, virtually all major assets just ... yields and industrial commodities all
moving higher, as fears of recession fade. ... We believe that the global economic recovery will continue in 2020, ... to the
potential for some economic weakness in the second half of 2020.. Prospects for an economic recovery this year are fading.
Economists in the latest Wall Street Journal forecasting survey, while still mostly projecting growth in the .... Hearings Before
the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States United ... I am delighted to be back, even though it meant taking
a jet at 3 o'clock this ... and particularly in the second half, even as some other sectors lose momentum. ... the stimulus of
inventory replenishment as that fades in the months ahead.

Other things being equal, it would be desirable to wind up with a rate reduction, ... The President's program for economic
recovery is a much needed reversal in policy. I hope that the Congress will share in the policy by halting the generation long ...
Productivity growth has faded from 2.4 percent in the earlier period to 1.3 .... Hopes of a U.S.-led recovery have faded as
American consumers retrench. ... Two early boosters of the recovery—stimulus spending by ... of 7.4% in this year's first half,
down from a spectacular 47.5% in last year's second half. ... Chief Executive Jim Rogers says that despite an initial rebound, he
doesn't .... ... Asia, hope for recovery of deeply troubled institutions faded, and one of the twenty ... spending will provide a
moderate injection of fiscal stimulus in 1998 following ... and western Europe appears likely to be well sustained in the period
ahead. ... needed economic and policy adjustments on to other countries through trade .... Pessimists focus on the fact that the
estimated economic growth rate ... that although the economy's performance in the second quarter was ... “The basic story of a
deep recession followed by a lackluster recovery is essentially unchanged ... IHS and other companies do expect a pickup in the
second half of .... Finally, freight rates stay stagnant in the HOPE-FUND model until 2015, whereas ... Although the SAIL
model is subject to fewer errors in forecasting the demand for ... and a delay of a fiscal stimulus in China because the new
leadership takes over in March 2013 with no serious action expected until the second half of 2013.
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